i8	BEYOND HORIZONS
the whole operation. I wonder how many industrialists to-day would
dare risk their solvency on any formula or business recipe.
When endowing Western Reserve Academy, Father wrote this
advice to the students:
"I£ a proposition is fair, it cannot fail. I have handled questions
that looked monumental and which to accomplish might look like*
a question of luck. But there should be no such question in any-
one's life. Whatever is worthy can be successful, but success will
not come unless the most inconsequential and seemingly die most
trifling undertaking is done well. It is this discipline, practised over
and over and over again, that perfects. Never mind if, in perfect-
ing some object, it does not seem worth while, because of taking
too much time. All right; let it be a waste of time, if, whatever it
may be, the doing is done in the best manner possible. Unravel and
go over it again, spending all the time necessary to make it perfect
—that is what counts in one's life and brings immense returns later."
In precisely this methodical way, Father went about the develop-
ment of his coal-mines. He optioned some sixteen thousand acres
of land in Washington County, but before buying a square foot
of it he sank test-holes in every acre to study the depth and quality
of the vein and determine whether it was cut out anywhere by
rock. Meanwhile, samples of the coal were going to the principal
by-product laboratories of Europe—to the London Gas Works and
the chemical centres of Germany. The Germans reported it one
of the richest coals they had ever analysed. Railroads in France and
Italy tested it in their locomotives.
Such a huge output as Father contemplated had to find foreign
markets. The French railroads were receptive. The government
lines in Italy spoke of a fifty-year contract. American coal had to
meet in Europe the competition of Welsh and Cornish coal carried
in subsidised British bottoms. But the French had begun to sub-
sidise their colliers, which meant that Father must have a fleet of
vessels of French registry. His own ships entailed a knowledge of
continental ports, and Father made a personal study of the harbours
and dock facilities at Saint-Nazaire, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, Genoa,
and Venice. At Genoa no space could be procured for coal storage.
Father's Italian engineers designed aerial yards built above the rail-
road tracks and holding 80,000 tons of coal.

